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NOTIFICATION OF FOREIGN TRAVEL
NOTIFICATION OF FOREIGN TRAVEL
Please read and complete page 1. Sign, date and return to Security at least 2 weeks prior to your departure. When you return, arrange to complete and sign page 2.
Please read and complete page 1. Sign, date and return to Security at least 2 weeks prior to your departure. When you return, arrange to complete and sign page 2.
SECTION II. TRAVELER INFORMATION
SECTION II. TRAVELER INFORMATION
a. Travel outside of the United States is a matter of security interest in view of the clearances you hold. Such travel includes points in Canada, the Caribbean, Mexico, as well as more distant places. b. Knowledge of your whereabouts is needed primarily for your personal protection and as a guide in locating you should an official search be required. Your itinerary should be adhered to as closely as possible. c. If major changes are made or if your estimated return date is extended by 24 hours or more, please advise Security accordingly to forestall any unnecessary concerns as to your whereabouts. Contact Security upon your return for a debriefing. Any incidents of an intelligence nature that may have occurred must be reported. 
a. Travel outside of the United States is a matter of security interest in view of the clearances you hold. Such travel includes points in Canada, the Caribbean, Mexico, as well as more distant places.b. Knowledge of your whereabouts is needed primarily for your personal protection and as a guide in locating you should an official search be required. Your itinerary should be adhered to as closely as possible.c. If major changes are made or if your estimated return date is extended by 24 hours or more, please advise Security accordingly to forestall any unnecessary concerns as to your whereabouts. Contact Security upon your return for a debriefing. Any incidents of an intelligence nature that may have occurred must be reported. 
SECTION I. BACKGROUND
SECTION I. BACKGROUND
Privacy Act Statement: 
AUTHORITY: Executive Order 10450, Security Executive Agent Directive 3, DoDI 5200.02, SECNAVINST 5510.30C, and SORN N05520-5.
PURPOSE: This form will be used by individuals with access to classified information or assigned to sensitive positions to report foreign travel.
ROUTINE USES: Information collected in this form will be used by the USNA Personnel Security Office and reported in the Defense Information System for Security (DISS) for investigation by the Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency (DCSA) and adjudication by the DCSA Consolidated Adjudication Services (CAS). Information may also be disclosed to USNA leadership and legal with a need to know.
DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to provide the required information may result in the government's inability to make determination of suitability for promotion, assignment, or employment and may lead to termination of current government employment.
Privacy Act Statement: AUTHORITY: Executive Order 10450, Security Executive Agent Directive 3, DoDI 5200.02, SECNAVINST 5510.30C, and SORN N05520-5.PURPOSE: This form will be used by individuals with access to classified information or assigned to sensitive positions to report foreign travel.ROUTINE USES: Information collected in this form will be used by the USNA Personnel Security Office and reported in the Defense Information System for Security (DISS) for investigation by the Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency (DCSA) and adjudication by the DCSA Consolidated Adjudication Services (CAS). Information may also be disclosed to USNA leadership and legal with a need to know.DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to provide the required information may result in the government's inability to make determination of suitability for promotion, assignment, or employment and may lead to termination of current government employment.
Destination Itinerary: If more than one foreign country is to be visited, list countries in scheduled order of visit, together with all side trips and stopovers.
DESTINATION ITINERARY: IF MORE THAN ONE FOREIGN COUNTRY IS TO BE VISITED, LIST COUNTRIES IN SCHEDULED ORDER OF VISIT, TOGETHER WITH ALL SIDE TRIPS AND STOPOVERS
12a. DESTINATION
12A.DESTINATION
12b. ENTERED DATE
12B. ENTERED DATE
12c. EXIT DATE
12C. EXIT DATE
12d. METHOD OF TRAVEL
12D.METHOD OF TRAVEL
12e. ADDRESS FOR WHERE YOU WILL BE STAYING
12E. ADDRESS FOR WHERE YOU WILL BE STAYING
SECTION V. TRAVEL GUIDELINES
SECTION V.TRAVEL GUIDELINES
SECTION III. PASSPORT INFORMATION
SECTION III. PASSPORT INFORMATION
SECTION IV. ITINERARY
SECTION IV. ITINERARY
As you prepare to travel outside of the United States, you may find yourself traveling to or through a country whose interests are inimical to those of the U.S. It is important that you be reminded of the continuing need to safeguard the classified information of which you are knowledgable, and of the broadening efforts of foreign intelligence services around the world. Secondarily, this briefing is to impart a number of helpful tips so you can avoid situations, which could cause you delay embarrassment, or to be arrested while traveling. If you require assistance while traveling, you should seek immediate assistance from the nearest U.S. Embassy or Consulate, without divulging classified information. a. Do not mention, discuss or even imply involvement in special or classified projects or activities. b. Never take sensitive or classified material outside of the U.S. without written approval of Security. c. Avoid moral indiscretions or illegal activity, which could lead to compromise or blackmail. Be extremely careful of using the Internet while 		    		traveling abroad. Monitoring and censorship is common in many countries. In some countries, accessing certain sites may be a criminal offense. d. Do not accept letters, photographs, material or information to be removed from the country. e. Be careful of making statements that could be used for intimidation or propaganda purposes. Do not sign petitions, regardless of how innocuous their purpose may appear. f. Remember that all mail is subject to censorship. Safeguard all personal or business matters that could be used for exploitation or propaganda purposes. g. Never attempt to photograph military personnel, equipment or installations, or other restricted/controlled areas. In many countries, public and open facilities may be restricted (i.e., airports or shipping ports). h. Beware of overly friendly guides, interpreters, servers, hotel clerks, etc., whose intentions may go beyond being friendly. Carefully avoid any situation that, in your best sober judgement, would provide a foreign intelligence service with the means to exert coercion or blackmail. j. Report to Security for debriefing upon your return from travel. Incidents of an intelligence nature or foreign national contact must be reported.
As you prepare to travel outside of the United States, you may find yourself traveling to or through a country whose interests are inimical to those of the U.S. It is important that you be reminded of the continuing need to safeguard the classified information of which you are knowledgable, and of the broadening efforts of foreign intelligence services around the world. Secondarily, this briefing is to impart a number of helpful tips so you can avoid situations, which could cause you delay embarrassment, or to be arrested while traveling. If you require assistance while traveling, you should seek immediate assistance from the nearest U.S. Embassy or Consulate, without divulging classified information.a. Do not mention, discuss or even imply involvement in special or classified projects or activities.b. Never take sensitive or classified material outside of the U.S. without written approval of Security.c. Avoid moral indiscretions or illegal activity, which could lead to compromise or blackmail. Be extremely careful of using the Internet while 		    		traveling abroad. Monitoring and censorship is common in many countries. In some countries, accessing certain sites may be a criminal offense.d. Do not accept letters, photographs, material or information to be removed from the country.e. Be careful of making statements that could be used for intimidation or propaganda purposes. Do not sign petitions, regardless of how innocuous their purpose may appear.f. Remember that all mail is subject to censorship. Safeguard all personal or business matters that could be used for exploitation or propaganda purposes.g. Never attempt to photograph military personnel, equipment or installations, or other restricted/controlled areas. In many countries, public and open facilities may be restricted (i.e., airports or shipping ports).h. Beware of overly friendly guides, interpreters, servers, hotel clerks, etc., whose intentions may go beyond being friendly. Carefully avoid any situation that, in your best sober judgement, would provide a foreign intelligence service with the means to exert coercion or blackmail.j. Report to Security for debriefing upon your return from travel. Incidents of an intelligence nature or foreign national contact must be reported.
SECTION VI. SIGNATURES AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
SECTION IV. SIGNATURES AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
By signing Block 14a, 14b, and 14c below, you are acknowledging you were briefed on the above security requirements associated with foreign travel. 
By signing Block 8a, 8b, and 8c below, you are acknowledging you were briefed on the above security requirements associated with foreign travel. 
SECTION VII. FOREIGN TRAVEL DEBRIEFING
Debriefing to be completed after you return
16a. Did you deviate from the itinerary you provided prior to your departure?
16a. Did you deviate from the itinerary you provided prior to your departure?
16b. Did you have contact with anyone under circumstances you would consider suspicious or unusual?
16b. Did you have contact with anyone under circumstances you would considersuspicious or unusual?
16c. Were any problems encountered at the time of arrival or departure from the foreign country?
16c. Were any problems encountered at the time of arrival or departure from the foreigncountry?
16d. Did you have any unusual experiences while traveling, to include harassment, suspected surveillance, detention, unusual customs inspection, searches of  hotel room or trash, listening devices found, telephone monitoring, etc.?
16d. Did you have any unusual experiences while traveling, to include harassment,suspected surveillance, detention, unusual customs inspection, searches of hotel room or trash, listening devices found, telephone monitoring, etc.?
16e. Were there any probing inquiries made relative to your job, duties, studies, and/or company or organization? (If Yes, complete Foreign Contact Questionnaire.)
16e. Were there any probing inquiries made relative to your job, duties, studies, and/orcompany or organization? (If Yes, complete Foreign Contact Questionnaire.)
16f. Was there any blatant indication of possible approach/efforts to compromise by Foreign Intelligence Entities (FIE)?
16f. Was there any blatant indication of possible approach/efforts to compromise byForeign Intelligence Entities (FIE)?
16g. Did you meet a foreign national who requested future contact? (If Yes, complete Foreign Contact Questionnaire)
16g. Did you meet a foreign national who requested future contact? (If Yes, completeForeign Contact Questionnaire)
16h. Have you been debriefed by any other agency or official? (If Yes, please list in the comments box)
16h. Have you been debriefed by any other agency or official? (If Yes, pleaselist in the comments box)
16i. Were you a victim of any criminal acts? Were you detained or arrested? Did you witness any acts that may be considered terrorist like? Were you approached by anyone offering to exchange currency?
16i. Were you a victim of any criminal acts? Were you detained or arrested? Did youwitness any acts that may be considered terrorist like? Were you approached byanyone offering to exchange currency?
16j. Did you lose/misplace any official materials or personal luggage? Did you take any personal pictures of foreign government, military installations or equipment? Were  you hospitalized during the trip? Did you check in and out with the local embassy or consulate?
16j. Did you lose/misplace any official materials or personal luggage? Did you take anypersonal pictures of foreign government, military installations or equipment? Were you hospitalized during the trip? Did you check in and out with the local embassy orconsulate?
16k. If you answered "YES" to any of the above questions, provide a detailed explanation below in the comments section.
16k. If you answered "YES" to any of the above questions, provide a detailed explanation below in the comment section.
SECTION VIII. SIGNATURES
SECTION IV. SIGNATURES
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